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Introduction
The implications and effects of media consolidation became a topic of debate starting
about the latter 1960s. By the mid-1990s, it had become a major cause of the progressive left.
New writings on the topic appear regularly. This brief bibliography is a critique of media
consolidation and is composed of significant titles to date. One book, Global Media: menace or
messiah?, counter-argues the notion of a global media conspiracy, and is included here to present
another side of this complex issue. Media consolidation is an extensive topic, one related to a
number of subjects. The Library of Congress catalogs the works here under one or more of the
following headings: mass media-economic aspects, mass media-social aspects, mass mediapolitical aspects, mass media and culture, mass media policy, mass media ownership, mass media
criticism, and communication, international. The headings could be extended to include, for
example, mass media-global aspects, mass media and advertisers, mass media and the public
sphere, mass media and citizen activism, mass media-intellectual freedom aspects, mass media
and deregulation, and mass media and democracy. Critiques of media consolidation involve a
number of issues and notions:
• that consolidation and globalization of media over the past decade have been massive
• that media consolidation is served by government deregulation and subsidization of
the airwaves
• that media consolidation and globalization are viewed as predecessors of global
capitalism
• that the bottom line of corporate media is profit, not content
• that media industries have become media oligopolies, that is, media conglomerates
are not agents of a democratic citizenry, but of a business and state elite
• that critiques of globalization and corporate power are marginalized
• that media audiences are treated as consumers rather than citizens
• that the traditional notion of media having a public interest obligation has
disappeared, and
• that democratically-based media outlets have expanded and while marginalized
provide an alternative to corporate media messages
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